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The present research explores the features of thermal and solutal transport of a 3D micropolar liquid stream on
an elongated convectively heated inclined sheet taking Soret effect. Mathematical modelling is designed with
the aid of suitable scaling analysis on the governing PDEs conceiving the small magnetic Reynolds number.
The resultant set of coupled nonlinear ODEs are derived with MATLAB to obtain computational solutions.
Impression of the emerged flow parameters on the three boundary layers is graphically traced and deliberated.
The parameters of magnetic field and stretching ratio and power law index diminished frictional drag. Hike in
rate of thermal diffusion is prevailed with stronger surface heat convective and Prandtl numbers. Outcomes are
collated with the data available in the literature and found to agree very closely as a limiting case.

KEYWORDS: Micropolar Liquid, Nonlinear Elongated Sheet, Convective Boundary Conditions, Thermal Emission, Inclined
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many researchers have paid keen interest in two or three-
dimensional fluid flows resting on inclined stretching
sheets due to its pragmatic applications such as gas tur-
bines, slender film condensation, chemical engineering,
planetary magnetosphere, extrusion of plastic films from a
die etc. Wang1 explored the viscous liquid stream induced
by a flat elastic surface elongated in two adjacent direc-
tions by using the exact similar solutions. Later, this
study was extended by Surma Devi et al. [2] incorporat-
ing the unsteadiness, thermal and species concentrations.
They reported that the parameter of unsteadiness is promi-
nent on lateral velocities, surface drag and coefficients of
heat and species transfer. Lakshmisha et al.3 examined the
response to magnetic effect and constant heat flux on 3D
unsteady flow caused due to the sheet stretching. They
analysed the model by considering the saddle and nodal
point regions. Rajeswari et al.4 addressed the aspects of
heat and mass transport in an unsteady flow generated by
a surface stretched in two lateral directions and obtained
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solutions maintaining uniform surface concentration, tem-
perature, and constant heat or solutal flux on the surface.
Micropolar fluids are used in slurry technologies, arterial
blood flows, drawing of polymers, knee cap mechanics etc.
Guram and Anwar Kamal5 discussed the 3D steady flow
near the saddle and nodal points due to a micropolar fluid.
They reported the flow characteristics for a variation of the
stretching ratio parameter in the range [−1, 50]. Takhar
et al.6 analysed the unsteady mixed convective 3D microp-
olar material flow near stagnation point. They pointed out
the occurrence of thicker boundary layers with increasing
material parameter in both accelerating as well as decel-
erating streams. Chamkha and his associates7 obtained a
numerical solution for three dimensional micropolar fluid
over a continuous stretching surface. Their results revealed
that the material parameter affects markedly the bound-
ary layer structure. Ahmad et al.8 considered the unsteady
3D flow caused on account of stretching of a surface in a
micropolar liquid. They noted a plane of alteration from
large time solution to small-time. Ibrahim and Zemedu9

explored the 3D micropolar nanoliquid flow considering
the Soret and Dufour effects with multiple wall slip con-
straints. Gireesha et al.10 analysed the magnetic effect
on the radiating Eyring–Powell nano material 3D flow
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past a linearly stretched sheet. Ganesh Kumar and co-
researchers11 explored the influence of viscous heating on
3D Oldroyd-B nano material stream with radiative and
Joule heat. They noted that Joule and Newtonian heating
enhance the temperature. Hayat et al.12 explored the pres-
ence of radiation in a mixed convective stream of a three-
dimensional viscoelastic material on a plate with expo-
nential elongation. Their analysis revealed that thermal
boundary layers are thinner when parameters of stretching
ratio and exponent of temperature are incremented. Satya
Narayana et al.13 presented the numerical solution of the
3D stream of a Casson couple stress nanoliquid conceiv-
ing non-linear radiative heat. They reported that the non-
Newtonian fluid has a higher temperature than the viscous
fluid. Some of the recent works14–20 have deliberated the
heat and solute transport in magnetohydrodynamic non-
Newtonian material flows.
The literature reveals that investigations pertaining to

flows involving non-linear elongated sheets is scant. These
models are important in many fields of science and engi-
neering applications. In view of these scientific claims,
Vajravelu21 made a numerical investigation assessing the
influence of power law distribution of a velocity (i.e., uw =
cxn) on sheet with elongation. Cortell22 computationally
studied the flow and thermal transport aspects of a vis-
cous fluid resting on an on linearly elongated sheet. They
observed that both the dimensionless stream function and
velocity components are found to be decreasing functions
of non-linear stretching parameter. Mahanthesh et al.23 dis-
cussed the coupled effect of heat flux and bidirectional
stretching of the surface on the magnetohydrodynamic
flow of a nanofluid. The power law index is seen to have
qualitatively the same effect on all three boundary layers.
Mondal et al.24 studied the mixed convective stream to
elicit the impact of thermophoresis coupled with magnetic
effect past an inclined boundary. Shalini and Shweta25

examined the thermal energy and solute transport over a
non-linear convective elastic sheet. The intent of this work
is to elicit the outcome to non-linearly stretching together
with convective conditions of the surface and thermodif-
fusion on the micropolar fluid flow on an inclined sheet.
Section 2 renders the mathematical design of the problem.
Section 3 shows solution methodology. Section 4 pertains
to the results analysing the effects of non-Newtonian rhe-
ology, stretching, magnetic field, angle of inclination of the
sheet, thermal and solutal buoyancy forces, thermal radi-
ation, thermal and mass convective conditions and Soret
effect on the various flow variables. The salient remarks
are detailed in Section 5.

2. MATHEMATICAL DESIGNING
The incompressible and thermally radiative flow of a
micropolar liquid on an oblique surface is considered as
shown in Figure 1. The flow is emanated due to the bidi-
rectional non-linear elongation of the surface with veloc-

Fig. 1. Physical model of the system.

ities Uw = a�x+ y�m, Vw = b�x+ y�m along the x and y
directions. A variable magnetic field B = B0�x+ y��m−1�/2

in the z-direction is imposed, where B0 is a constant. The
thermal and solutal convective boundary constraints are
reckoned. The equations governing the flow, heat and solu-
tal transport invoking the Bousnesque’s approximation are
expressed as:7�25

ux+ vy +wz = 0 (1)

��uux + vuy +wuz�

= ��+k�uzz−kN2z−�B2u+�g��T �T −T��

+�C�C−C���Cos	1 (2)

��uvx + vvy +wvz�

= ��+k�vzz+kN1z−�B2v+�g��T �T −T��

+�C�C−C���Sin	1 (3)

�j�uN1x + vN1y +wN1z�=
N1zz−k�2N1+ vz� (4)

�j�uN2x + vN2y +wN2z�=
N2zz−k�2N2−uz� (5)

uTx+ vTy +wTz =
K

�Cp

Tzz+
16�∗T�

3

3�cpk∗
Tzz (6)

uCx+ vCy +wCz = DCzz+
DkT
Tm

Tzz (7)

The spin gradient viscosity 
 is given by


=
(
�+ k

2

)
j = �

(
1+ �

2

)
j (8)

The boundary constraints of the problem are as follows:

u= Uw�x�� v = Vw�x�� w = 0� N1 = 0�

N2 = 0� −KTz = hf �Tf −T ��

−DCz = hs�Cf −C� at z= 0 (9)

u→ 0� v→ 0� w = 0� N1 = 0� N2 = 0� T → T��

C → C� as z→� (10)

Following Guram and Smith26 N1�0� = N2�0� = 0 are
taken.
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3. METHOD OF SOLUTION
Similarity analysis is carried out by introducing the trans-
formations given here under:25

� =
√

a

�
�x+ y��m−1�/2z� u= a�x+ y�mf1

′����

v = a�x+ y�mf2
′����

w = −√
a��x+ y��m−1�/2×

[
m+1
2

�f1���+ f2����

+m−1
2

��f1
′���+ f2

′����
]
�

N1 = a

√
a

�
�x+ y��3m−1�/2g1����

N2 = a

√
a

�
�x+ y��3m−1�/2g2����

��� = T −T�
Tf −T�

� ���� = C−C�
Cf −C�

(11)

Using (11), governing Eqs. (2)–(7) transform to the set of
ordinary nonlinear differential equations as given below:

�1+��f1
′′′−�g2

′+m+1
2

�f1+f2�f1
′′−mf1

′�f1
′ +f2

′�

−Mf1
′+�����+N�����Cos	1=0 (12)

�1+��f2
′′′+�g1

′+m+1
2

�f1+f2�f2
′′−mf2

′�f1
′+f2

′�

−Mf2
′ +�����+N�����Sin	1=0 (13)(

1+ �

2

)
g1

′′−��2g1+f2
′′�− 3m−1

2
�f1

′ +f2
′�g1

+m+1

2
�f1+f2�g1

′ =0 (14)(
1+ �

2

)
g2

′′−��2g2−f1
′′�− 3m−1

2
�f1

′ +f2
′�g2

+m+1
2

�f1+f2�g2
′ =0 (15)(

1+ 4
3
Nr

)
′′+m+1

2
Pr�f1+f2�

′ =0 (16)

�′′+Sc
(
m+1
2

�f1+f2��
′ +Sr′′

)
=0 (17)

The associated boundary conditions are

f1�0� = f2�0�= g1�0�= g2�0�= 0� f1
′�0� = 1�

f2
′�0� = b

a
= c

′�0� = −Bi1�1−�0����′�0� =−Bi2�1−��0��

f1
′��� = f2

′���= g1���= g2���

= ���= ����= 0 (18)

c varies from −1 to 1 and for c = 0, the flow reduces to a
two-dimensional flow. We observe that c can be negative

Table I. Equivalence between the results of current and earlier studies
for f1

′′
�0� and f2

′′
�0�. when Pr = 1, �=M =�=N =Nr = Sc= Sr = 0,

Bi1 → Bi2 →�.

c m Khan et. al27 Present Results

0.0 1 f1
′′
�0� −1 −1.000008

f2
′′
�0� 0 0.000000

0.5 1 f1
′′
�0� −1.224745 −1.224746

f2
′′
�0� −0.612372 −0.612373

1.0 1 f1
′′
�0� −1.414214 −1.414213

f2
′′
�0� −1.414214 −1.414214

0.0 3 f1
′′
�0� −1.624356 −1.624360

f2
′′
�0� 0 0.000000

0.5 3 f1
′′
�0� −1.989422 −1.989434

f2
′′
�0� −0.994711 −0.994717

1.0 3 f1
′′
�0� −2.297186 −2.297192

f2
′′
�0� −2.297186 −2.297192

when the forces in x and y directions are in reverse direc-
tions. c < 0, refers to a saddle point flow whereas c > 0
represents a nodal point flow.
Expressions for Cfx � Cfy� Mwx�Mwy in x and y direc-

tions and Nu� Sh are given by

Cfx =
��+k��uz�z=0

�Uw
2 = �Rex�

−1/2�1+��f1
′′�0� (19)

Cfy =
��+k��vz�z=0

�Vw
2 = �Rey�

−1/2�1+��f2
′′�0� (20)

Mwx =

�N1z�z=0

�Uw
2 = �Rex�

−1

(
1+ �

2

)
�x+ y�g1

′�0�

(21)

Mwy =

�N2z�z=0

�Vw
2 = �Rey�

−1

(
1+ �

2

)
�x+ y�g2

′�0�

(22)

Nu=− �x+ y��Tz�z=0

�Tf −T��
=−�Rex�

1/2′�0� (23)

Sh =− �x+ y��Cz�z=0

�Cf −C��
=−�Rex�

1/2�′�0� (24)

In view of the non-linear nature of Eqs. (12)–(17), they
are addressed with aid of Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg tech-
nique and their solutions are derived. The accuracy of
the adopted scheme is ensured by matching the values
of �f1

′′�0�� f2
′′�0�� with those computed by Khan et al.27

when � = M = � = N = Nr = Sc = Sr = 0 and Bi1 →
Bi2 →� Table I reveals a good agreement with those of
Khan et al.27

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is focussed is to make a parametric analysis of all
flow variables with graphical illustrations followed by the
physical interpretation. The impression of the rheology of
the liquid under study reflected through �, the material
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Fig. 2. Impression of � on f ′
1��� and f ′

2���.

parameter, on both velocities f1
′ and f2

′, microrotation
components g1 and g2 is portrayed in Figures 2–3. The
two components of velocities in the two directions are
increased for an increment in �. Physically large values
of � correspond to thin viscous liquid and thus velocities
are increased. It is of interest to remark from Figure 3 that
the x-direction microrotation profile g1 increase near the
boundary with � and reaches its highest value at a finite
distance from the surface and later decreases ultimately
reaching its free stream value. As � increases its gradient
increases showing an increase in the microrotation and its
maximum is attained almost at the same point. The micro-
rotation in the y-direction is negative and its gradient is
large indicating a rapid decrease in microrotation. As �
takes higher values the gradient decreases further resulting

Fig. 3. Impression of � on g1��� and g2���.

in significant reduction of microrotation. It may be con-
cluded that the influence of material parameter � is more
appreciable on y-component of microrotation than on its
counterpart in x-direction.
Figure 4 infers that (c), the parameter of stretching ratio

shows a significant impression on y-component of velocity
for augmented estimates of c while the x-component of
velocity is diminished. An increment c implicates veloc-
ity of stretching in y-direction overshadows its counterpart
along the x-direction and thus the y-component of velocity
enhances with a decrease in the x-component. The plots
presented in Figure 5 indicate the behaviour of microro-
tation g1 and g2 in x and y directions for different values
of c. Microrotation g1 in the x-direction is positive while
its counterpart g2 in the y-direction assumes negative val-
ues. All curves of g1 and g2 respectively follow a similar
trend. The curves emanate from zero, when c = 0�2 there
is a nominal growth in g1. When c assumes values from
0.4 to 0.8 a sharp rise in the gradient close to the bound-
ary results in a substantial hike in velocity and all the
curves merge as they proceed further. In the case of g2 we
observe that there is a rapid reduction in the microrota-
tion in y-direction and subsequently all the curves proceed
parallel and ultimately satisfy the free stream constraint.
Figure 6 reveals that microrotation x-direction increases
near the wall for higher strengths of magnetic field M up
to � = 0�8081 and later it shows a decreasing tendency as
they progress further and ultimately merge and fulfil the
far upstream condition. Microrotation g2 in the y-direction
shows a totally reverse trend to that of g1. The effect of
M on g2 is more significant than on g1 . The response of
velocities to power law index m in axial and transverse
directions, x and y components of microrotation, temper-
ature distribution and species concentration is illustrated
in Figures 7–8. The value m = 1 corresponds to linear
stretching and m > 1 represents non-linear stretching of
the surface. The velocities fall for growing estimates of m.
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Fig. 4. Impression of c on f ′
1��� and f ′

2���.
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Fig. 5. Impression of c on g1��� and g2���.

The reaction of axial velocity to m is more prominent than
transverse velocity. Microrotation in the x-direction shows
a fall for an increment in m while its counterpart in y-
direction follows a reverse trend. However, the effect of m
is more predominant on the y-component of microrotation
than on its corresponding component in the x-direction.

The variation of parameter of buoyancy ratio � on
microrotation, temperature and species concentration are
plotted in Figure 9. For increasing values of �, microrota-
tion in the x-direction shows a reduction near the bound-
ary up to � = 0�9293 and afterwards it enhances while
the corresponding y-component shows a reversal trend. It
is evident from Figure 10 that concentration along with
temperature have an exact opposite trend to that of the
two velocities for the same variation of �. Figures 11–12
capture the axial and transverse velocities experience a
rise as natural convection arises for increasing N which
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Fig. 6. Impression of M on g1��� and g2���.
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 f1
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Fig. 7. Impression of m on f ′
1��� and f ′

2���.

leads to the acceleration of flow. N = 1 corresponds to the
case when thermal and solutal buoyancy forces have same
magnitude. When N < 1 thermal buoyancy rules solutal
buoyancy while N > 1 implicates that thermal buoyancy
is dominated by solutal buoyancy. For increasing values
of N, microrotation in the x-direction shows a reduction
near the boundary up to � = 0�9697 and afterwards it
enhances while the corresponding y-component shows a
reversal trend.
Influence of the inclined angle 	1 on velocities, micro-

rotation is displayed in Figures 13–14. It can be observed
that the x-component of velocity is seen to diminish as 	1

is incremented while the y-component enhances. Micro-
rotation in x- and y-directions show a rise for increasing
	1. Figure 15 displays that as thermal emission parame-

Fig. 8. Impression of m on g1��� and g2���.
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Fig. 9. Impression of � on g1��� and g2���.

ter �Nr� grows, thickness of the thermal boundary layer
increases resulting in larger temperatures. Physically more
thermal energy is released for higher values of Nr . The
species concentration shows a decreasing trend near the
boundary for increasing Nr and later it enhances. In
Figure 16 variation of Soret number is presented. Stronger
concentration occurs for augmentation in Soret number.
The solutal boundary layers also become thicker for
increasing values of Sr .
Figure 17 indicates escalation of Biot number (Bi1)

raises the temperature and concentration. This is because
enhanced Bi1 implicates the increase in the coefficient
of heat transfer facilitating the generation of high heat

Fig. 10. Impression of � on ��� and ����.

Fig. 11. Impression of N on f ′
1��� and f ′

2���.

energy in the fluid causing rise in temperature. The species
concentration also follows the same tendency. Figure 18
elicits the response of species concentration to solutal Biot
number �Bi2�. As Bi2 varies from 0.5 to 2.0, a threefold
enhancement occurs in concentration. Table II designates
the estimates of surface drag, couple stress, Nusselt and
Sherwood numbers evaluated for varied estimates of the
parameters. Material, thermal and solutal buoyancy param-
eters are seen to rise the friction coefficient, Nu and Sh
while magnetic field shows an opposite influence. Table III
informs that Nu hikes with increasing Pr and Bi1 and
an opposite trend is noticed with Nr . Schmidt number,
thermal emission parameter and Bi2 increase Sherwood
number while Prandtl number, thermal Biot number and
Soret number have an opposite effect.

Fig. 12. Impression of N on g1��� and g2���.
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Fig. 13. Impression of 	1 on f ′
1��� and f ′

2���.

Fig. 14. Impression of 	1 on g1��� and g2���.

Fig. 15. Impression of Nr on ��� and ����.

Fig. 16. Impression of Sr on ����.

Fig. 17. Impression of Bi1 on ��� and ����.

Fig. 18. Impression of Bi2 on ����.
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Table II. Cfx�Cfy�Mwx�Mwy�Nu�Sh for various ��M���N�c�m with 	1 = �/4� Pr = 1�7� Nr = 0�5� Sc = 0�8� Sr = 1�0� Bi1 = Bi2 = 0�5.

� M � N c m f1
′′�0� f2

′′�0� g1
′�0� g2

′�0� −′�0� −�′�0�

0.5 1 0.5 −1�539487 −0�751428 0�102751 −0�208275 0�319746 0�227972
1 0.3 0.3 2 −1�321992 −0�647274 0�152310 −0�308363 0�324565 0�236498
2 −1�060208 −0�521009 0�194839 −0�393636 0�330293 0�247073
3 −0�903968 −0�445202 0�209050 −0�421756 0�333689 0�253543
1 0 0.3 0.3 0.5 2 −1�126787 −0�548998 0�137740 −0�279587 0�329596 0�246190

1 −1�321992 −0�647274 0�152310 −0�308363 0�324565 0�236498
2 −1�493031 −0�733326 0�163530 −0�330528 0�320030 0�228060
3 −1�647191 −0�810847 0�172604 −0�348459 0�315865 0�220619

1 1 1 0.3 0.5 2 −1�273503 −0�592595 0�144543 −0�300813 0�326446 0�240104
5 −1�028730 −0�321182 0�110560 −0�267621 0�333704 0�253275
10 −0�764511 −0�033289 0�079496 −0�237120 0�339329 0�262851
15 0�526227 0�223649 0�054399 −0�212401 0�343360 0�269463

1 1 0.3 1 0.5 2 −1�303765 −0�626268 0�148710 −0�304863 0�325439 0�238277
3 −1�254189 −0�569580 0�139465 −0�295857 0�327586 0�242538
5 −1�207429 −0�516593 0�131323 −0�287908 0�329373 0�245978
7 −1�162795 −0�466359 0�123959 −0�280706 0�330917 0�248880

1 1 0.3 0.3 0.2 2 −1�207258 −0�207091 0�053956 −0�299466 0�279451 0�183799
0.4 −1�279917 −0�488379 0�117818 −0�304157 0�289078 0�193076
0.6 −1�348881 −0�794841 0�182673 −0�308182 0�297441 0�201698
0.8 −1�414625 −1�124987 0�248352 −0�311670 0�304785 0�209669

1 1 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 −1�060448 −0�511738 0�148773 −0�303699 0�300458 0�208445
2 −1�321992 −0�647274 0�152310 −0�308363 0�324565 0�236498
3 −1�538999 −0�758524 0�154302 −0�311184 0�340813 0�256766
4 −1�728619 −0�855133 0�155592 −0�313100 0�352825 0�272327

Table III. −
′
�0��−�

′
�0� for various Pr�Nr�Bi1�Sc�Sr�Bi2 when �=M = 1�0�� = N = 0�3�m = 2�	1 = �/4 and c = 0�5.

Pr Nr Bi1 Sc Sr Bi2 −
′
�0� −�

′
�0�

1.7 0.5 0.5 0.8 1 0.5 0.324565 0.236498
3 0.362630 0.223317
5 0.390687 0.212324
7 0.406264 0.205576
1.7 0.1 0.5 0.8 1 0.5 0.351220 0.227439

0.4 0.330617 0.234498
0.7 0.313418 0.240121
1 0.298665 0.244842

1.7 0.5 0.5 0.8 1 0.5 0.324565 0.236498
1 0.481236 0.203857
1.5 0.573759 0.184704
2 0.634888 0.172098

1.7 0.5 0.5 0.1 1 0.5 0.144710
0.2 0.164487
0.3 0.182319
0.4 0.197520

1.7 0.5 0.5 0.8 1 0.5 0.236339
2 0.167458
3 0.098920
4 0.030708

1.7 0.5 0.5 0.8 1 0.5 0.236498
1 0.340936
1.5 0.399825
2 0.437636
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5. CONCLUSION
The 3D flow of a micropolar liquid on an inclined non-
linear elastic convectively heated sheet is explored to elicit
the impact of Soret, thermal emission and Lorentz force.
Some of the key features of the study are:
• Material parameter accelerates the flow in both direc-
tions.
• Microrotation in x-direction enhances for an increase in
material parameter while its counterpart in y-direction has
a reverse effect.
• Lorentz force decelerated the flow.
• Power law index diminished velocities.
• Influence of power law index on both components of
microrotation is opposite.
• Solutal Biot number and Soret number facilitate the
enhancement of mass transfer.

NOMENCLATURE
a�b and m> 0 Dimensional constants

	1 Angle of inclination of
the sheet

Bi1 =
hf

k

√
�

a�x+ y�m−1 Heat transfer Biot

number

Bi2 =
hs

D

√
�

a�x+ y�m−1 Mass transfer Biot

number
�T , �C Thermal and con-

centration expansion
coefficients

�= k

�
Material parameter

C Fluid concentration
Cf Convective fluid concen-

tration,
cp Specific heat at constant

pressure
Cfx�Cfy Wall skin frictions

C� Ambient fluid concentra-
tion

c = b

a
Stretching ratio parame-
ter

D Mass diffusivity
f1� g1 Dimensionless stream

function
f1

′� f2
′� g1′� g2′ Dimensionless velocity

g Acceleration due to
gravity

Grx =
g�T �Tf −T���x+ y�3

�2
Thermal Grashof num-
ber

hf Convective heat transfer
coefficient

hs Convective mass transfer
coefficient

j Micro inertia density
K Thermal conductivity
k Vortex viscosity
k∗ Mean absorption coeffi-

cient
kT Thermal diffusion ratio

�= Grx
Rex

2
Thermal buoyancy ratio

parameter
� Dynamic viscosity

M = �B0
2

�a
Magnetic parameter

Mwx�Mwy Wall couple stress
N1, N2 Microrotation compo-

nents

N = �C�Cf −C��
�T �Tf −T��

Solutal buoyancy ratio

parameter

Nr = 4�∗T�
3

Kk∗
Thermal radiation
parameter

Nu Local Nusselt number
� Kinematic viscosity


=
(
�+ k

2

)
j = �

(
1+ �

2

)
Spin gradient viscosity

Pr = �cp�

K
Prandtl number

qw Surface heat flux
� Fluid density

Rex =
Uw�x+ y�

�
Reynolds number in x-
direction

Rey =
Vw�x+ y�

�
Reynolds number in y-
direction

Sc = �

D
Schmidt number

Sr = DkT �Tf −T��
�Tm�Cf −C��

Soret number

Sh Local Sherwood number
� Electrical conductivity
�∗ Stefan-Boltzman con-

stant,
T Fluid temperature
T� Ambient fluid tempera-

ture
Tf Convective fluid temper-

ature
Tm Mean fluid temperature
 Dimensionless tempera-

ture

Subscripts
� Condition at free stream condition
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